To be drug or prodrug: structure-property exploratory approach regarding oral bioavailability.
Prodrug design is a strategy that can be used to adjust physicochemical properties of drugs in order to overcome pharmacokinetic problems, such as poor oral bioavailability. However, Lipinski´s and Veber´s rules predict whether compounds will have absorption problems even before the design of prodrugs. In this context, our goal was to evaluate the molecular properties which most influenced the absorption process of prodrugs compared to its precursor through exploratory data analysis approach. A variety of prodrugs and respective precursors were randomly selected and classified by its percentage of human intestinal absorption. Subsequently, different molecular properties were calculated and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) and principal components analysis (PCA) were carried out. According to the findings, antiviral, anti-hypertensive, and antibiotic prodrugs exhibited higher absorption levels than their respective precursors. Also, some relevant descriptors (molecular weight, MW, routable bonds, rot_bonds, hydrogen bond acceptors, HBA_count and polar surface area, PSA), which are included in Lipinski´s and Veber´s rules, influenced the separation process between prodrugs and drugs. Furthermore, other molecular properties, such as polarizability (α) and molar refractivity (MR), were pointed out. Lipinski´s and Veber´s rules proved to be important to design an orally administered drug but other descriptors should be considered by medicinal chemists in the prodrug designing process.